
CHOOSE HOW TO LEARN

CERTIFICATIONS 
DELIVER RESULTS FOR 
ORGANIZATIONS AND 
INDIVIDUALS
Mastery of the subject. Increased pro-
ductivity. Faster troubleshooting. Better 
decision making and job performance. 
Sound like things you want? Then get 
certified. Global Knowledge is here to help 
you to learn the skills you need to obtain 
your desired Microsoft certification and 
find out which courses and exams will get 
you there.

Guaranteed to Run
We have the largest schedule of  
Guaranteed to Run classes in the 
industry so you can confidently 
commit to your training itinerary.

Late Availability 
Global Knowledge has a number of 
last minute special offers available on 
selected courses, due to the fact that 
these would be last minute bookings 
we are offering you a discounted rate 
on all the courses.

Attractively priced bundles
Global Knowledge has put together 
a number of very attractively priced 
Microsoft Role Based training and 
certification bundles for you. For you 
the opportunity to benefit from your 
desired training and certification.

The new role-based certifications are 
split into three levels of designation:
• Fundamentals - requiring you to 

pass one exam
• Associate - requiring you to pass 

one or two Associate-level exams
• Expert - depending on the creden-

tial requiring you to pass one or two 
Expert-level exams with no Asso-
ciate certification prerequisite; or, 
achieving an Associate-level certifi-
cation and then passing an Expert-
level exam

Depth over breadth is the goal for the 
new certification structure and with a 
narrower focus on the job role rather 
than technology, this new certification 
training by Global Knowledge will 
help you develop more relevant skills 
around your day-to-day activities.

   ASSOCIATE LEVEL

Azure Administrator
Azure Administrators implement, 
monitor, and maintain Microsoft Azure 
solutions, including major services 
related to compute, storage, network, 
and security.

Azure Developer
Azure Developers design, build, test, 
and maintain cloud solutions, such as 
applications and services, partnering 
with cloud solution architects, cloud 
DBAs, cloud administrators, and clients 
to implement these solutions.

GET HIRED AND BE MORE 
PRODUCTIVE FASTER
Microsoft Certified Professionals spend 
less time interviewing and more time 
driving value. Adding a Microsoft 
certification to your resume helps you 
stand out and get hired—faster. What’s 
more, certified new hires are fully pro-
ductive an entire month sooner than 
their uncertified peers, making your 
skills clearly stand out.

Earn a role-based certification that 
shows you are keeping pace with 
today’s technical roles and require-
ments. Skill up, prove your expertise 
to employers and peers, and get the 
recognition and opportunities you’ve 
earned.

   FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL

Azure Fundamentals
Prove that you understand cloud 
concepts, core Azure Services, 
Azure pricing and support, and the 
fundamentals of cloud security, 
privacy, compliance, and trust.

The fundamentals training is 
suitable for a broad audience in an 
organisation to support the adoption 
and deployment of Microsoft Azure.

FORMAL TRAINING FULFILLS 
CRITICAL SKILLS NEEDS

If the success of a project hinges on a 
particular skill, experiential and social 
learning don’t provide the reliability 
required to ensure project success. 
When a skills need is a high priority 
for the business, you require a deeper 
training investment. Formal, instructor-
led training is essential when the skills 
need is critical. You don’t want to be 
left wondering, “Did I really learn it?” 
And you don’t want to waste too much 
time—weekly, monthly or yearly—
searching online for reliable answers.
Instructor-led training fulfills critical 
skills needs better than self-study. 
For larger tasks that have a team- or 
organization-wide impact, formal 
training provides more structure and 
access to an expert. It’s your better option.

   

ASSOCIATE LEVEL

Modern Desktop Administrator
Modern Desktop Administrators deploy, 
configure, secure, manage, and monitor 
devices and client applications in an 
enterprise environment.

Security Administrator Associate
Microsoft 365 Security Administrators 
proactively secure Microsoft 365 
enterprise and hybrid environments, 
implement and manage security and 
compliance solutions, respond to 
threats, and enforce data governance.

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE 
ASSURANCE (SA) 
TRAINING VOUCHERS
Microsoft Software Assurance is  
comprehensive program that includes 
a unique set of technologies, services, 
and rights to help deploy, manage, and 
use Microsoft products efficiently,  
Software Assurance helps keep your 
business up to date and ready to  
respond quickly to change and  
opportunities.

FREE TRAINING VOUCHERS
Depending on your Microsoft Software 
Assurance agreement, you might 
also receive free training using SA 
training vouchers (SATV). These can 
be exchanged for Microsoft Official 

Azure Data Engineer
Azure Data Engineers design and im-
plement the management, monitoring, 
security, and privacy of data using the 
full stack of Azure data services to 
satisfy business needs.

Azure Data Scientist
Azure Data Scientists apply Azure’s 
machine learning techniques to train, 
evaluate, and deploy models that solve 
business problems.

Azure AI Engineer
Azure AI Engineers use Cognitive  
Services, Machine Learning, and 
Knowledge Mining to architect and 
implement Microsoft AI solutions 
involving natural language processing, 
speech, computer vision, bots, and 
agents.

   EXPERT LEVEL

Azure Solutions Architect
Azure Solutions Architects must have 
expertise in compute, network, storage, 
and security so that they can design 
solutions that run on Azure.

Azure DevOps Engineer
Azure DevOps professionals combine 
people, process, and technologies to 
continuously deliver valuable products 
and services that meet end user needs 
and business objectives.

FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL

 
 

Microsoft 365 Fundamentals
Prove that you understand the options 
available in Microsoft 365 and the 
benefits of adopting cloud services, 
the Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud 
model, and implementing Microsoft 
365 cloud service.

Teamwork Administrator Associate
Microsoft 365 Teamwork Administra-
tors configure, deploy, and manage  
Office 365 workloads that focus on 
efficient and effective collaboration, 
such as SharePoint (online, on-premises, 
and hybrid), OneDrive, and Teams.

Messaging Administrator Associate
Microsoft 365 Messaging Administrators 
deploy, configure, manage, and monitor 
messaging infrastructure, permissions, 
client access, mail protection, and mail 
flow in both on-premises, hybrid, and 
cloud enterprise environments.

Curriculum (MOC) training courses. 
A single voucher can be redeemed for 
one day of Microsoft technical training  
at one of the Global Knowledge 
locations. Microsoft Fast Tracks are 
excluded. You can also use the value of 
your vouchers as payment for 
customised technical Microsoft training.

ARE YOU LEAVING TRAINING MONEY 
ON THE TABLE?
Has your organization purchased a 
Microsoft software volume licensing 
agreement? If so, you may be eligible to 
redeem Microsoft Software Assurance 
Training Vouchers and get free training 
for select Microsoft training courses. 
If your organization does not redeem 
its SATVs, you could be leaving free  
training money on the table. Search for 
SATV on www.globalknowledge.com 
for more information.

STUDYING BY YOURSELF COMPLETED 
WITH COACHING AND TRAINING

In the blended study programme of 
Global Knowledge, you receive your 
official study material from Microsoft. 
Based on this study material, you 
study part of the material by yourself. 
Afterwards, you spend a number of 
days in a classroom where you study 
with a qualified instructor. Together 
with other fellow students, you can 
discuss with the teacher any questions 
or problems that you have encountered 
during your e-Learning sessions.  
Therefore, the blended study pro-
gramme offers you great flexibility.  
At the same time, you are assured 
that during the classroom sessions, 
our teachers will coach and train you 
in the required subjects.

   EXPERT LEVEL

Enterprise Administrator
Microsoft 365 Enterprise Administrators 
evaluate, plan, migrate, deploy, and 
manage Microsoft 365 services.

If you’d like to be a Microsoft 365 Enterprise 
Administrator Expert, also make sure to
complete one of the Microsoft 365 work-
load administrator certifications.

ROLE-BASED 
CERTIFICATIONS

Engaging with the tech community, 
Microsoft recognised a shift in expec-
tations for what certification courses 
covered. Demand was growing for cer-
tifications that moved beyond teach-
ing you how to use the technology to 
developing the skills you need to fulfil 
a specific job role.

These new credentials mark the next 
stage in Microsoft Learning’s evolution 
of certification. With a core focus of 
building skills and knowledge aligned 
to specific job roles, earning a Microsoft 
certification has never been more 
powerful.

LEARN ABOUT THE 
COMPLETE MICROSOFT 
365 

Demonstrate your expertise in  
Microsoft 365 technologies and 
advance your career by earning 
one of the new Microsoft 365 role-
based certifications for Enterprise 
Administrators or an Office 365 
certification. Validate your skills in 
areas such as transitioning to and 
administering cloud-hosted business 
applications with Microsoft 365, and 
moving your company to the cloud.

PLAN YOUR TRAINING

Delivery formats
Whether instructor-led or self-paced, 
in our classrooms, at your company or 
online, our convenient delivery formats 
enable you and your team to get the 
training you need where, when and how 
you want it.

Training locations
Receive engaging and relevant face-to- 
face instructor-led training and gain the 
real-world skills that matter in our more 
than 150 classroom locations across  
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and 
North America.

MICROSOFT BLENDED 
LIVE
What if your time is limited and you 
doubt whether you actually have  
sufficient self-discipline? Then Blended 
Live is the best solution for you. 

Blended Live at Global Knowledge 
enables you to divide your time flexibly 
in order to obtain the knowledge you 
require. Blended learning also requires 
some self-discipline, but Global 
Knowledge helps you to stay focused. 

ARE YOU AZURE READY?

Azure is changing rapidly. Are you 
ready to embrace the richest cloud 
platform in the industry?

Prove your expertise, gain recogni-
tion, and cultivate new opportuni-
ties by earning your Microsoft Azure 
certification with a new focus on job 
roles— Azure Administrator, Azure 
Developer, and Azure Solutions Archi-
tect. Global Knowledge has curated 
the most relevant Azure training 
courses with the most convenient 
delivery options available anywhere. 
And, our customizable Azure training 
programs—that consistently develop 
skills based on role or topic—can be 
tailored to a specific audience and 
objective.

CLASSROOM LIVE
• Interact face-to-face with subject matter experts.
• Work on state-of-the-art equipment in a ready-

to-learn environment.
• Training locations located around the world.

ON DEMAND
• Experience live instructor-led online  

training from the location of your choice.
• Participate in exercises and collaborate  

with peers, similar to a physical classroom.
• Enjoy the flexibility of cross-platform support.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM LIVE
• Convenient 24/7 access to instructor-led videos 

and hands-on activities.
• Training that fits into your schedule.
• Learn at your own pace and on any device.

PRIVATE COMPANY TRAINING
• Train your team, department or organization at 

a site of your choice or online.
• Customize curriculums and course materials to 

fit your objectives.
• Private access to subject matter experts.

BLENDED LIVE
• Combine the structure of instructor-led training 

with the flexibility of on-demand learning. 
• Scheduled, instructor-led sessions provide 

expert direction, connection, and mentoring.
• Learn at your pace while maintaining your day 

to day responsibilities.

Microsoft TRAINING AND 
CERTIFICATIONS
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The new Microsoft Role 
Based training courses 
and certifications
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TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT STOP. 
NEITHER CAN YOU

You closed a skills gap today. But what about 
tomorrow? In IT, skill-building should be 
continuous. You have to keep running to keep 
pace with technological changes, and you do that 
through continuous learning. Continuous learning 
is your ally in this constant evolution. And that’s 
the fun of IT, right?

IT professionals are always learning innovative 
skills and solving problems. There’s always 
something new to discover — and that’s exciting. 
Discover new frontiers with Microsoft Role Based 
Certifications.

www.globalknowledge.com

Building skills to enable success 
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Azure Infrastructure 
and Deployment
Course M-AZ103
TOPICS COVERED:
• Managing Azure Subscriptions and Resources
• Implementing and Managing Storage
• Deploying and Managing Virtual Machines
• Configure and Manage Virtual Networks
• Manage Identities

Microsoft Certified: 
Azure Administrator
Associate

Azure Architect
Technologies
Course M-AZ300
TOPICS COVERED:
• Deploying and Configuring Infrastructure
• Implementing Workloads and Security
• Understanding Cloud Architect Technology Solutions
• Creating and Deploying Apps
• Implementing Authentication and Secure Data
• Developing for the Cloud

Exam AZ-300 Exam AZ-301Azure Architect
Design
Course M-AZ301
TOPICS COVERED:
• Designing for Identity and Security
• Designing a Data Platform Solution
• Design for Deployment, Migration, and Integration
• Designing an Infrastructure Strategy

Microsoft Certified: 
Azure Solutions
Architect Expert

AZURE
DEVOPS ENGINEER

Microsoft Azure DevOps Solutions
Course M-AZ400
TOPICS COVERED:
• Design a DevOps strategy
• Implement DevOps development processes
• Implement continuous integration
• Implement continuous delivery
• Implement dependency management
• Implement application infrastructure
• Implement continuous feedback

Exam AZ-400 Microsoft Certified: 
Azure DevOps 
Engineer

Microsoft Certified:
Azure Developer 
Associate

Microsoft Certified:
Azure Administrator
Associate

Microsoft Job Role Certification Tracks

MICROSOFT AZURE

AZURE
AI ENGINEER

Designing and Implementing  
an Azure AI Solution
Course M-AI100
TOPICS COVERED:
• Analyze solution requirements
• Design solutions
• Integrate AI models into solutions
• Deploy and manage solutions

Exam AI-100

Exam AZ-103

Microsoft Certified: 
Azure AI Engineer 
Associate

AZURE
DATA SCIENTIST

Designing and Implementing a Data 
Science Solution on Azure
Course M-DP100
TOPICS COVERED:
• Define and prepare the development environment
• Prepare data for modeling
• Perform Feature engineering
• Develop models

Exam DP-100 Microsoft Certified: 
Azure Data Scientist 
Associate

AZURE
DATA ENGINEER 

Implementing an Azure Data Solution
Course M-DP200
TOPICS COVERED:
• Implement data storage solutions
• Manage and develop data processing
• Manage data security
• Monitoring data solutions
• Manage and troubleshoot Azure data solutions

Exam DP-200 Exam DP-201Designing an Azure Data Solution
Course M-DP201
TOPICS COVERED:
• Design Azure data storage solutions
• Design data processing solutions
• Design for data security and compliance
• Design for high availability and disaster recovery

Microsoft Certified: 
Azure Data Engineer 
Associate

Azure Developer Core Solutions
Course M-AZ203
TOPICS COVERED:
• Select the Appropriate Azure Technology  

Development Solution
• Develop for Azure Storage
• Develop Azure Platform as a Service Solutions
• Implement Security in Azure Development Solutions

Exam AZ-203 Microsoft Certified: 
Azure Developer
Associate

SECURITY
ADMINISTRATOR

Microsoft 365 Security Administration
Course M-MS500
TOPICS COVERED:
• Implement and manage identity and access
• Implement and manage threat protection
• Implement and manage information protection
• Manage governance and compliance features in Microsoft 365

Exam MS-500 Microsoft Certified: 
Security 
Administrator  
Associate

MICROSOFT 365

ENTERPRISE
ADMINISTRATOR

Microsoft 365 Identity and Services
Course M-MS100
TOPICS COVERED:
• Design and implement Microsoft 365 services
• Manage user identity and roles
• Manage access and authentication 
• Plan Office 365 workloads and applications

Exam MS-100 Exam MS-101Microsoft 365 Mobility and Security
Course M-MS101
TOPICS COVERED:
• Implement modern device services
• Implement Microsoft 365 security and threat management
• Manage Microsoft 365 governance and compliance

Microsoft Certified: 
Enterprise 
Administrator

If you’d like to be a Microsoft 
365 Enterprise Administrator 
Expert, also make sure to 
complete one of the Microsoft 
365 workload administrator 
certifications shown above.

MESSAGING
ADMINISTRATOR

Microsoft 365 Messaging Administrator 
Certification Transition
Course M-MS200
TOPICS COVERED:
• Manage modern messaging infrastructure
• Manage mail flow topology
• Manage recipients and devices

Exam MS-200 Exam MS-201Implementing a Hybrid and  
Secure Messaging Platform
Course M-MS201
TOPICS COVERED:
• Plan and implement a hybrid configuration and migration
• Secure the messaging environment
• Manage organizational settings

Microsoft Certified: 
Messaging 
Administrator 
Associate

TEAMWORK
ADMINISTRATOR

Deploying Microsoft 365 Teamwork
Course M-MS300
TOPICS COVERED:
• Configure and manage SharePoint Online
• Configure and manage OneDrive for Business
• Configure and manage Teams
• Configure and manage workload integrations

Exam MS-300 Exam MS-301Deploying SharePoint Server  
Hybrid

Course M-MS301
TOPICS COVERED:
• Configure and manage SharePoint On-Premises
• Configure and manage hybrid scenarios
• Migrate to SharePoint Online

Microsoft Certified: 
Teamwork 
Administrator 
Associate

MODERN DESKTOP
ADMINISTRATOR

Modern Desktop Administrator  
(Windows 10)
Course M-MD100
TOPICS COVERED:
• Deploy Windows
• Manage devices and data
• Configure connectivity
• Maintain Windows

Exam MD-100 Exam MD-101Managing Modern Desktops
Course M-MD101
TOPICS COVERED:
• Deploy and update operating systems
• Manage policies and profiles
• Manage and protect devices
• Manage apps and data

Microsoft Certified: 
Modern Desktop  
Administrator

Course ExamOptional

Book your next job role based training course now www.globalknowledge.com 

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft Certified 
Azure Fundamentals 

Course M-AZ-900T01
       +
Exam AZ-900

Microsoft 365 Certified 
Fundamentals 

Course M-MS-900T01
       +
Exam MS-900

Microsoft 365 Certified 
Fundamentals 

Course M-MS-900T01
       +
Exam MS-900

Microsoft 365 Certified 
Fundamentals 

Course M-MS-900T01
       +
Exam MS-900

Microsoft 365 Certified 
Fundamentals 

Course M-MS-900T01
       +
Exam MS-900
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